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‘One Great School’

Silsden Primary School
Governing Board's Vision September 2017 for
Where we will be by 31 August 2022

1.

Unification process
For all stakeholders there has been a positive transition from two schools to one school without detrimentally affecting pupils' education

2.

New building

2.1

Everyone will be together in a new building

2.2

We have used the new building project as a catalyst for school improvement

3.

Achievement
All our children will make good progress to achieve the end-of-primary school standard, giving them an excellent foundation for secondary school
learning

4.

Silsden Community

4.1

The school will be at the centre of the Silsden community and is the Silsden school of choice for nursery and primary education.

5.

Education Community

5.1

We will be collaborating closely with local schools through the Two Valleys Learning Collaborative

5.2

We will be a local centre of excellence for the teaching of maths and for Early Years education

Our Key Priorities for 2017-18 to achieve Our Vision (Headline Version):
Priority Development Area

Summary of Actions Required (See SDP Action Plans for more detail)

The number of children
attaining the expected
standard in reading, writing
and maths at the end of KS1
was below the national
figure. Over a third of the
cohort are not secure in
their reading, writing and
maths.
A number of the new Y6
cohort have been relativelylow attaining through school
with a relatively large
number of children with
SEND and other needs
PP KS2 Reading Attainment
was below national. The
attainment of pupil
premium children across the
school in R,W and M is
disproportionately low
The writing attainment gap
between boys and girls is
significantly greater than the
national gap in almost every
cohort
Wider Curriculum
EYFS

Focus on securing basic skills for this cohort, including continuing the phonics journey to support
these skills. Support new Y3 teaching team to deliver this

5

Personal Development;
Behaviour and Welfare

6

Quality of Teaching

7

Leadership

1

2

3

4

d
e

Assess and teach the new KS1 cohort with the experienced teaching team to ensure they continue
their attainment levels from EYFS. Aim to keep more children at ARE through the development of
Immediate Intervention. Children’s phonic skills need to be further applied in the children’s reading
and writing.

Success Criteria - Targets
- Target to increase the number of children in this cohort achieving expected standards
in R, W, M year-on-year over their four years in KS2.
- Target for this cohort to achieve a progress score of above +1 in each subject by the
end of KS2 (2021).
- Target for 2018 end of KS1 R,W,M attainment to be in line with national figures
- Target for 2018 end of EYFS to raise the % of children achieving ELG+ in R,W,N
compared to 2017; for at least 78% to achieve GLD; to reduce the gap between R,W,N

This cohort are taught in small classes by experienced Y6 team and with enhanced support and a
focus on SATS preparation

- Target for 2018 end of KS2 attainment to be within 5 percentage points of the national
figure for each subject and for RWM combined
- Target for the 2018 end of KS2 progress figures for RW and M to be above +1

Continue to focus pupil premium spending on reading support and other programmes to secure
basic skills. Leadership to closely monitor and ensure quality intervention for these children – with
increased monitoring of reading

- Target for 2018 End of KS2 PP children to have an average progress figure of above +1
in R,W and M
- Target for a higher proportion of PP children to achieve ARE 2018 End of KS1 in R,W,M
than that achieved at end of their EYFS in 2016
- Target for 60%+ of PP children to achieve GLD, R,W,N at end of EYFS

Boys’ writing needs to show significant improvement by focussing on basic skills in writing to build
boys’ fluency and therefore confidence, by implementing the ‘Improving Boy’s Writing Strategies’
trialled in 2016-7 across the school and by promoting and inspiring writing as a positive, fun and
proud experience for boys:

- Target for the end of 2018, each cohort will show more boys at ARE for writing that
were so at the start of 2017. This may result in a narrowing of the gender gap.
- Target for the 2018 end of EYFS, KS1 and end of KS2 boy’s writing attainment to be in
line with the national figure for boys’ attainment.

Computing long term plan; Year of Music; SRE/PSHCE Policy revised and aligned
Read Write Inc.- Phonics Programme linking sounds to reading and writing
Ten Town Scheme- ICT; Gross/Fine Motor Skills Funky Fingers Programme
Support new Reception Team including NQT to deliver these

- 78%+ to achieve the Reading, Writing and Mathematics ELG at the end of EYFS

Develop Silsden PS following the principles and ethos of a Nurturing School; Ensure all children are
safeguarded through development of CPOMS recording and monitoring system; ensure all children
have access to the classroom and able to learn positively; Review/revise/ align SEN Policy and Offer/
Behaviour/ Anti-Bullying/ Care and Control Policies
Programme of Teaching Development based on Phase Leadership and coaching in place across the
school. Quality of Teaching Overview establishes where and how Teaching Development is taking
place
Phase leadership and SLT structure; Standards and teaching accountability system; HR and
Safeguarding Policies and Procedures aligned; New Build Design reflecting needs of all stakeholders

- CPOMS used by all to record and monitor all Safeguarding issues including behaviour
- Reduction in the number of exclusions compared with 2016-17
- SPS awarded Nurturing School status
- Quality of Teaching Overview presented termly to Resources Committee

-

Monitori
ng

-

-

Our Key Priorities for 2017-18 to achieve Our Vision (Full Version):
Priority Development Area

1/ The number of children attaining
the expected standard in reading,
writing and maths at the end of
KS1 was below the national figure.
Over a third of the cohort are not
secure in their reading, writing and
maths.
2/ A number of the new Y6 cohort
have been relatively-low attaining
through school with a relatively
large number of children with
SEND and other needs
3/ PP KS2 Reading Attainment was
below national. The attainment of
pupil premium children across the
school in R,W and M is
disproportionately low
4/ The writing attainment gap
between boys and girls is
significantly greater than the
national gap in almost every cohort

Where we want to be…

1,
2,
3
a/
R
e
a
di
n
g

-78%+ to achieve the Reading ELG at the end of EYFS 2018 and
reduced gap between R,W,N
-81%+ of children to achieve Phonic Screening Check at end of
Y1
-KS1 Reading 2018 to be in line with national
-KS1 Reading 2018 – higher proportion of PP children to achieve
ARE than end EYFS (30%)
-KS2 Reading 2018 to be within 5 %points of national
-KS2 Reading Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 PP Reading Progress Score to be +1+
-Y3 Cohort – 75% to achieve Reading ARE end of Y3
- Reduced number of children in each cohort working Well
Below ARE (compared to end 2016/17 figure)
Y1 to Y6 reading progress formally assessed termly - PIRA
All children reading regularly (at least 3x per week)
Children reading a broad range of books for pleasure –
promoted by the Silsden Reading Challenge

How we will get there…

 Reading leaders to write and deliver Reading Action Plan
 Half-termly leaders reader sampling to monitor reading
progress
 KS1 to explore/ trial PIRA Reading Assessment Test
 Well Below ARE Readers: 6-weekly intervention impact
assessment
 Target parents – parent workshop ‘how to listen to your
child read’. Incentivise parents to attend with free gift
(book, mini whiteboard and pen)
 Reading after school club
 Use reading record to assess if children are reading at
home. Parents must sign reading record.
 Non Negotiable whole class guided reading session with
differentiated questions / Develop the use of the class
novels.
 Racing readers – to develop across the school – target
audience = pupil premium
 Teachers to put a greater emphasis on the teaching of
reading high frequency / common exception words.
 KS1 to rebrand daily reading session as Reading
Development Time
 Promotion and monitoring of regular reading with clear
provision for those not reading 3x a week at home
 Promotion of Silsden Reading Challenge – promote links
with Silsden library. Encourage all children to join Silsden
library.
 Invite a storyteller into school.
 Celebrate literary festivals such as World book day /
national Poetry day.
 Reading buddies- across ks1 and across ks2
 EYFS/ KS1 – ReadWriteInc Phonics Programme
 continuity
 Y3 – Agreed Phonics Programme for those children who
haven’t passed phonics screening.

Middle
Leaders
Nicky
Ilsley;
Ellis
Walker;
Sarah
Carling

SLT Lead and
Governor
Monitor
Alison O’Hara

1,
2,
3,
4
b
/
W
ri
ti
n
g

-73%+ to achieve the Writing ELG at the end of EYFS 2018 and
reduced gap between R,W,N
-Boys Writing at end of 2018 EYFS to be in line with national
boys figure
-81%+ of children to achieve Phonic Screening Check at end of
Y1
-KS1 Writing 2018 to be in line with national
-KS1 Writing 2018 – higher proportion of PP children to achieve
ARE than end EYFS (30%)
-KS1 Boys Writing attainment 2018 to be in line with national
figure
-KS2 Writing 2018 to be within 5 %points of national
-KS2 Writing 2018 Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 PP Writing 2018 Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 Boys Writing attainment 2018 to be in line with national
figure
-Y3 Cohort – 65%+ to achieve Writing ARE end of Y3
- Target for the end of 2018, each cohort will show more boys at ARE
for writing that were so at the start of 2017. This may result in a
narrowing of the gender gap.

- Reduced number of children in each cohort working Well
Below ARE (compared to end 2016/17 figure)
-Positive attitude to writing across the school
-Reduced boy/girl gap at end of each cohort
-Termly writing assessment adapted to reflect changes to 2018
end of KS1 and KS2 Writing Assessment
-Long Term Plan for Writing follows Mastery Approach to secure
Age Related Expectations
Writing basics from previous cohort secured in Autumn term
-Children to Y3 using continuous cursive handwriting script.
Y4,5,6 cursive.
-Children applying writing skills across the curriculum

 Writing leaders to write and deliver Writing Action Plan
 Termly leaders’ workbook review to monitor writing
progress
 Termly writing moderation – across year groups and
include yr2/3
 To close gender gap – ch must write non fiction and
poetry as well as fiction so they have a good balance.
 Give the special writing assessment book high profile
 Non Negotiable – every lesson teacher models a sentence
and child must write 2 good sentences in every lesson.
 First half term – plan from the previous year embedding
the previous year’s writing objectives. Leaders to monitor
this.
 KS2, adapt handwriting teaching to teach Continuous
Cursive Script – use Letter-join.
 Handwriting lesson to be timetabled in all years.
 Parents to use Letter-join at home.
 Holiday diaries / holiday tasks to be linked to writing.
 Writing workshops – visiting author or poet. Tom Palmer
writes football and cricket stories and will come into
schools.
 Long term plan for writing revised to ensure all teachers
are following the Mastery Approach.
 Ensure planning of SPAG is taught in context and linked to
the topic.
 Year 3 to continue teaching phonics.
 EYFS/ KS1 – ReadWriteInc Phonics Programme
 Writing for a purpose – link trips, visitors to your writing.
 Children working below ARE to focus on the essentials of
sentence structure instead of genre that the class are
doing.
 Summer 2 moderate writing with new class teacher for
the next year group.
 Use ideas from Philip Webb Literacy consultant to
enhance our planning.
 Y3 – Agreed Phonics Programme
 Previous Trackers to be available to all staff.
 Build up our Silsden Primary School bank of exemplified
writing

Teresa
Schiach;
Elisa
Woffen
den;
Sheila
Walker;
Becky
Carter

Su Cloke

1,
2,
3
c/
M
at
h
s

-79%+ to achieve the Number ELG at the end of EYFS 2018 and
reduced gap between R,W,N
-KS1 Maths 2018 to be in line with national
-KS1 Maths 2018 – higher proportion of PP children to achieve
ARE than end EYFS (30%)

Maths leaders to write and deliver Maths Action Plan
Termly leaders’ workbook review to monitor maths progress
Explore and trial use of textbooks
Revise WRMH Long Term Plan to ensure adapted to Silsden
Primary School needs
Basic facts recall promotion (inc termly Maths Facts Bee)

Bevan
Bolland;
Claire
Oswald;
Fran
Powell

Teresa
O’Connor

Computing: An audit of the long term plan leads to
development of the gaps in Computing teaching
Science: Review 2016/17 practice in all year groups and create
action plan focussing on developing reasoning and
investigative skills.
Explore use of question stems and Plan, do, review format
Encourage Science days each term across the year for all
children. Involve Claire Holt to assist development

Ed
Pickerin
g;
Rebecca
Hazlehu
rst;
Abigail
Travers;
Omeara
Ahmed;
Vicky
Law

Jon Crossley

-KS2 Maths 2018 to be within 5 %points of national
-KS2 Maths Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 PP Maths Progress Score to be +1+
-Y3 Cohort – 75% to achieve Maths ARE end of Y3
- Reduced number of children in each cohort working Well
Below ARE (compared to end 2016/17 figure)

d/
Wi
de
r
Cu
rri
cu
lu
m

e/
EY
FS

Mastery Approach embedded across school – including EYFS
Children fluent in basic facts
Well Below ARE children’s needs met leading to good progress
Consistent application of School Calculation Policy and use of
representations
Computing: A resourced long-term plan delivering the full
computing National Curriculum Rec-Y6
Science: Children building science investigative skills and
engaged by science through the Plan-Do-Review model
Music: The 2018 Silsden Primary School Year of Music ensures
that all children are inspired and engaged by the full delivery of
the music national curriculum
Revise and align Sex and Relationships/ PSHCE Policy

78%+ to achieve the Reading, Writing and Mathematics ELG at
the end of EYFS

Music: Explore Charanga (Bradford Portal)
Review practice across all year groups and develop action plan
to enable progression and continuity
Use music and the arts to create cross curricular links
Develop the possibility of a choir
Read Write Inc.- Phonics Programme linking sounds to reading
and writing
Ten Town Scheme- ICT
Gross/Fine Motor Skills Funky Fingers Programme
Support new Reception Team including NQT to deliver these

Teresa
O’Connor

5/ Personal Development, Behaviour
and Welfare:

To begin working towards the national nurturing schools award
following the programme objectives outlined by SENCOs with a
particular focus on all vulnerable groups. Progress mapping and
tracking of vulnerable groups follows the same principles in all
key stages
Review/revise/ align SEN Policy and Offer/ Behaviour/ AntiBullying/ Care and Control Policies

6/ Quality of Teaching, learning and
assessment:

7/ Effectiveness of Leadership and
Management:
For all stakeholders there has been a
positive transition from two schools to
one school without detrimentally
affecting pupils' education
There is a new leadership structure in
place based on Phase Leadership and
specific SLTs across sites

(Develop new Home School Agreement? - 2017/18 – or
2018/19)
- All teachers have access to Teaching Development
Programme (Coaching);
- Appraisal system revised to support Teaching Development
-

Silsden Primary School operating as one great school meeting
needs of all children 3-11years. Leaders will have formulated
and communicated a clear vision and ambition for Silsden
Primary School.
New leadership structure in place for September 2018.
Systems for whole school leadership – including cross-school
teams – monitored, evaluated and reviewed.
‘One School’ Standards accountability system in place ensuring
none ‘fall behind’.
Teaching development system in place ensuring all teachers/
leaders of learning are effective. Safeguarding system in place
ensuring effective communication of safeguarding needs across
whole school.
HR and Safeguarding Policies and Procedures aligned;
Leaders have ensured that the design for the new school build
reflects the needs and views of all stakeholders.

- interim review of behaviour systems polices in both schools to
ensure appropriate consistency across all key stages and staff
– we recognise that a full review needs to wait until the
nurturing schools programme has been followed and the new
head teacher is appointed.
Work through the objectives in the nurturing schools
programme identified.
Meet to explore systems of tracking and mapping vulnerable
groups

Deputies and Assistant head to meet to agree principles of
pupil progress tracking that can be common to all key stages.

Ethos, aims and values formulated with all stakeholders and
communicated to all.
Governing Board to determine plan for leadership structure
from Sept 2018 informed by VB/JP
Set up Senior Leadership Teams to cover: Teaching
Development/ Safeguarding/ Inclusion/ Core Subjects/ Wider
Curriculum/ Whole School (Standards)/ Site.
‘One School’ standards monitoring and reporting system
devised and reported termly
Teaching Development SLT to establish coaching/ mentoring/
monitoring system for all teaching.
CPOMS established as effective safeguarding tool covering
child protection, attendance, behaviour and other concerns.
Safeguarding effectively monitored through Safeguarding
Governor
VB/ JP attend new build planning and design meetings and
ensure final design meets needs of new Silsden Primary
School.
VB/JP ensure the views of stakeholders are reflected in design.

Jennie Hudson;
Wendy Sealey

Jon
Crossley
Alison
O’Hara

Su Cloke
Teresa
O’Connor

James Procter
Vicky
Bottomley

Priority Development Area 1,2,3a: Reading
Overall School Aim

Aspiration for July 2018

Action

Measure of success/ impact on
children (by when?)

Milestones on the
journey (when?)

1/ The number of
children attaining the
expected standard in
reading, writing and
maths at the end of
KS1 was below the
national figure. Over
a third of the cohort
are not secure in their
reading, writing and
maths.

78%+ to achieve the Reading ELG at
the end of EYFS 2018 and reduced
gap between R,W,N

Timetabled non-negotiable
sessions (4 times a week) of
guided reading from Year 1 to
Year 6.

Children are able to answer
comprehension questions
independently.

Learning walk half
termly to check it is
happening in class.

PIRA reading test each term as a
measure of success.

Staff training for guided
reading – new guidance
on whole class guided
reading.
Staff visit other schools
in the cluster to see
good practise.
Learning walk half
termly
Children interviews and
surveys.

2/ A number of the
new Y6 cohort have
been relatively-low
attaining through
school with a
relatively large
number of children
with SEND and other
needs
3/ PP KS2 Reading
Attainment was
below national. The
attainment of pupil
premium children
across the school in
R,W and M is
disproportionately
low

-81%+ of children to achieve Phonic
Screening Check at end of Y1
-KS1 Reading 2018 to be in line
with national
-KS1 Reading 2018 – higher
proportion of PP children to
achieve ARE than end EYFS (30%)
-KS2 Reading 2018 to be within 5
%points of national
-KS2 Reading Progress Score to be
+1+
-KS2 PP Reading Progress Score to
be +1+
-Y3 Cohort – 75% to achieve
Reading ARE end of Y3
- Reduced number of children in
each cohort working Well Below
ARE (compared to end 2016/17
figure)
Y1 to Y6 reading progress formally
assessed termly - PIRA
All children reading regularly (at
least 3x per week)

High quality class reader book to
be read to the children.
Text will be displayed in the
classroom for visitors and
parents to see and refer to.
Daily timetabled session of
phonics teaching in Year 3 and 4.

Reading Challenge will run across
both sites.
Assembly to hook the children
into the challenge.
Liase with Silsden library to have
the books available.
Non-negotiable – children that
are well below ARE or those
whose adult never listens to
them read, has the chance to
read at school at least 3x a week.
Ask for and train more volunteers
to read with children.

Children’s level of engagement in
reading will improve and this will
impact on guided reading sessions.

Who will monitor
the journey and
how?
NI and AOH

NI and AOH

Increased fluency in reading.

Learning Walk half
termly
Book Look

NI and AOH
Year ¾ teachers will
see improved
spelling in all
written work.

Raise the profile of reading and
greater family involvement.

Teachers to review the
number of books being
read by the children
each half term.

All teachers.
NI /AOH to oversee

Children become more fluent /
independent readers and are less
reluctant to read.

NI/AOH to monitor
using data from trackers
to select children.

All teachers.
NI /AOH
SC

PIRA test will show an improved
score.

Monitoring
and impact
notes

.

Children reading a broad range of
books for pleasure – promoted by
the Silsden Reading Challenge

Racing Readers – a before and
after school reading club for
disadvantaged children

Children will become more fluent
readers and be able to read in line
with their peers.
The gap for reading attainment
between PP and non PP will be
narrowed.

The impact of the group
sessions will be
monitored every 6
weeks by English
Coordinators team

English Coordinator
team

Target parents with a reading
workshop to help them
understand the importance of
reading and phonics at an early
age.

Children are supported to read at
home and this has a positive effect
on the children as their reading
fluency improves so they can then
comprehend what they are reading.

This will take place in
the first term.

AOH / SW / NI / SC

EYFS / KS1 to use the RWI phonic
sounds and the RWI methods of
teaching.

Children use their phonics to read
and spell.

First half term

AOH

IDL reading programme to be
used consistently for SEN
children in KS2, with a possibility
of KS1 accessing it for SEN.

SEN children will be able to make
progress with their reading by
reading books tailored to their
needs.

First term IDL to be
reviewed.

Wendy Sealy /
Jenny H

First term – and shared
with parents at the
reading meeting.

AOH / SW

Gap in the reading ability of SEN and
non SEN will be narrowed.
Next steps for reading will be
given to all children in KS1 and
KS2.

Children’s reading behaviours will
improve as they know what they
need to do to get better.
Parents become more involved with
the children’s reading as they know
hpw to help their child to improve.

Priority Development Area 1,2,3,4b: Writing
Overall School Aim

Aspiration for July 2018

Action

1/ The number of
children attaining the
expected standard in
reading, writing and
maths at the end of KS1
was below the national
figure. Over a third of
the cohort are not
secure in their reading,
writing and maths.

-73%+ to achieve the Writing ELG at the end of EYFS
2018 and reduced gap between R,W,N
-Boys Writing at end of 2018 EYFS to be in line with
national boys figure
-81%+ of children to achieve Phonic Screening Check at
end of Y1
-KS1 Writing 2018 to be in line with national
-KS1 Writing 2018 – higher proportion of PP children
to achieve ARE than end EYFS (30%)
-KS1 Boys Writing attainment 2018 to be in line with
national figure
-KS2 Writing 2018 to be within 5 %points of national
-KS2 Writing 2018 Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 PP Writing 2018 Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 Boys Writing attainment 2018 to be in line with
national figure
-Y3 Cohort – 65%+ to achieve Writing ARE end of Y3
- Reduced number of children in each cohort working
Well Below ARE (compared to end 2016/17 figure)
-Positive attitude to writing across the school
-Reduced boy/girl gap at end of each cohort
-Termly writing assessment adapted to reflect changes
to 2018 end of KS1 and KS2 Writing Assessment
-Long Term Plan for Writing follows Mastery Approach
to secure Age Related Expectations
Writing basics from previous cohort secured in
Autumn term
-Children to Y3 using continuous cursive handwriting
script. Y4,5,6 cursive.
-Children applying writing skills across the curriculum

Ensure most children are
meeting ARE for spelling (HF
ET 4). Continue systematic
teaching of phonics into
Y3&4; ensure that within
phonics lessons teachers are
giving equal priority to
reading AND writing.
Ensure a systematic and
discreet approach to
handwriting across both KS1
and KS2. Y1,2,3&4 at least
3x per week; ensure that
within both key stages a
greater emphasis is given to
the top joiners (w, r, o etc)
common, but tricky!

2/ A number of the new
Y6 cohort have been
relatively-low attaining
through school with a
relatively large number
of children with SEND
and other needs
3/ PP KS2 Reading
Attainment was below
national. The
attainment of pupil
premium children across
the school in R,W and M
is disproportionately low
4/Target for the end of
2018, each cohort will show
more boys at ARE for
writing that were so at the
start of 2017. This may
result in a narrowing of the
gender gap.

Continue to strengthen our
practice in modelling good
sentences. New staff to get
opportunity to observe and
talk with others.
Develop stronger cohesion
within paragraphs and
across writing. Share good
practice in guided and
shared writing (as well as
modelling sentences).
Develop positive attitudes to
writing – especially for boys.

Measure of success/
impact on children (by
when?)
Most children in all year
groups (especially
Y1,2,3&4) are at ARE in
the phonics/spelling
aspect of their writing,
when assessed each
term.
Use HW code to assist
assessment against ET
5:
0 no joins, inconsistent
size, inconsistent
formation
1 correct formation and
size of upper/lower case
and numbers
2 as 1 with some
diagonal and horizontal
joins
3 legible, joined,
consistent size
Lesson drop-ins and
books show different
sorts of modelling – fast
write, slow write,
modelled sentences and
paragraphs. M I code in
KS2; I S H code in KS1
Improved cohesion in
independent writing. (HF
ET 3)

Children wanting to write

Milestones on the
journey (when?)

Who will monitor the
journey and how?

Monitoring and impact
notes

Termly
assessment
milestones for
writing. Cohort
moderation to
focus on spelling
aspect (ET4 in
KS2)
Assess at termly
points – closer
focus on children
who are not ARE
in HW. Also
check interim
assess docs for
KS1 and 2

Workbook scrutiny (to
include phonics and
handwriting books.) SW,
TS and SL

We suggest Y1, 2 and 3
use a dedicated book
for phonics/spelling
work. SW to discuss
with Y1 teachers.

Termly
assessments –
workbooks show
improving
independent
sentences and
paragraphs
Termly
assessments workbooks show
good cohesion in
independent
writing
This may need to
be monitored
through pupil
voice –
discussions and
surveys

Work scrutiny focus on
handwriting

KS1 – use letterjoin
resources and Brian
Walker resources
KS2 –
teachhandwriting.org
has exercises and
examples of cursive
and continuous cursive
styles to look at.
All teachers to watch
children forming letters
and II those with
difficulties

Work scrutiny focus on
sentences

Work scrutiny focus on
cohesion

Writing leaders TS and
SW to monitor attitude to
writing through discussion
with children

Possible topic for
discussion with Philip
Webb at termly
meetings or a focus for
cohort lesson study?
Can we introduce a
writing for pleasure
session (like we give
children reading for
pleasure opportunities)?

Priority Development Area 1,2,3c: Maths
Key Development Area

Aspiration for July 2018

1/ The number of
children attaining the
expected standard in
reading, writing and
maths at the end of KS1
was below the national
figure. Over a third of
the cohort are not
secure in their reading,
writing and maths.

-79%+ to achieve the Number ELG at
the end of EYFS 2018 and reduced gap
between R,W,N

2/ A number of the new
Y6 cohort have been
relatively-low attaining
through school with a
relatively large number
of children with SEND
and other needs

Action

Measure of success/ impact Milestones on the journey Who will monitor the Monitoring and
on children (by when?)
(when?)
journey and how? impact notes
By end of year, in line with
Early Years:Use ‘Ten Town’ to introduce number
White Rose tests - End of Hothfield site- BB
formation and representation of numbers. (Need to national amount of children
each term and SATS Test
purchase).Use models and images from the West secure across maths ARE for
Summer Term; KPIs;
cohort from KS1 to KS 2 and 79%
Yorkshire Maths Hub.
explore the idea of pre-unit
achieve ELG+
testing; and teacher
judgement.
To continue to develop and use the West Yorkshire
Hub long term plans for maths building mastery
before moving on.
Teacher coaching.

-KS1 Maths 2018 to be in line with
national
-KS1 Maths 2018 – higher proportion of
To continue to work closely with both sites– KS1
PP children to achieve ARE than end
and KS2 to develop whole school mastery approach
EYFS (30%)

Mastery Teacher Research Aire View Site - CO,
FP, and TO’C
Group (With FP).

– Fran Powell lead teacher from Aire View site.

-KS2 Maths 2018 to be within 5 %points
of national
-KS2 Maths Progress Score to be +1+
-KS2 PP Maths Progress Score to be +1+

2 new to year group KS1 teachers and 2 new KS2
teachers need CPD. Deliver CPD for Teaching
Assistants. Explore West Yorkshire Maths Hub
training.

-Y3 Cohort – 75% to achieve Maths ARE
To further develop and embed ‘Immediate
end of Y3
Intervention’ systems to close learning gaps. Run

3/ PP KS2 Reading
Attainment was below - Reduced number of children in each
national. The
cohort working Well Below ARE
attainment of pupil
(compared to end 2016/17 figure)
premium children across
the school in R,W and M Mastery Approach embedded across
is disproportionately low school – including EYFS
Children fluent in basic facts
Well Below ARE children’s needs met
leading to good progress.
Consistent application of School
Calculation Policy and use of
representations.

lunchtime intervention classes (KS1) (3 days a
week).
To utilise the text book and online resources (match All SEN children needs met
funding WYMH).
and progress made
from baseline.
To purchase Maths No problem Text book to be
used to support SEN learning in all Year groups.
Children to access main teaching within lesson.
Booster/ intervention with support at different
times.
To adapt and use the WYMH calculation Policy
throughout school.

Identified children Below ARE Termly tracking and half
the gap will have narrowed termly monitoring (e.g
book scrutiny, learning
walks).
Planning continues to
be implemented and is
evidenced in working walls
and books

Daily fluency of number facts
Year 2 Quick fire Maths
Times table Bee -Y3-6 (Explore idea of maths fact
bee).
Whole school to use Sumdog Maths programme to
develop key number facts (home access). Costing
for whole school.
Use of Education City to develop math skills.

The vast majority of children SUMDOG- Regular report
are fluent with their number of children’s progress and
factsneeds sent to teachers.

Priority Development Area 1,2,3,4e:

EYFS

Overall School
Aim

Aspiration for July 2018

Action

Measure of success/ impact on
children (by when?)

Milestones on the
journey (when?)

We want our
children to
leave Silsden
Primary
School with:

78% of children to achieve ELG in Reading,
Writing, Number.
Well Below ARE children’s needs met
leading to good progress

Monitoring of lessons, work
scrutiny and ensure consistency
across the year group.
Scrutiny of planning and
moderation to ensure accurate
assessments. Termly pupil progress
meetings with SLT
Provision of mentoring and
coaching support.

High expectations and
quality provision in place has
resulted in at least 78% of
pupils attain age related
expectations in Reading,
Writing and Number by July
2018

Baseline: October
2017

Mathematics (Numbers)
Ensure daily maths sessions are
embedded with a number and
calculation focus.
To implement West Yorkshire
Maths Hub long term plans using
models and images alongside the
EYFS Curriculum.

High expectations and
quality provision in place has
resulted in at least 78% of
pupils attain age related
expectations in Numbers by
July 2018

Numbers focus tasks alongside
provision opportunities are
appropriate challenging. All staff
use the appropriate mathematical
vocabulary.
Planning scrutiny-half termly
Teacher coaching
Staff using mathematical
vocabulary to extend children’s
learning
To ensure basic maths skills
(number recognition/formation)
are rigorously taught.
Introduce and embed Ten Town a
numeracy scheme designed to

Who will monitor
the journey and
how?

March 2018
June 2018
(Termly moderation
sessions run by LA)
Baseline: October
2017
March 2018
June 2018
(Termly moderation
sessions run by LA)

TO’C, LITAO,SW and FP
and

Monitoring and
impact notes

improve number recognition and
formation.
Daily phonics sessions are taught
with a focus on Reading and
Writing skills. To use the key
principles of Read Write Inc. a
comprehensive synthetic phonics
programme.
Teachers to access in- house
training.
Children are able to embed their
phonic knowledge, spelling,
punctuation, compose texts and
apply them in their reading and
writing skills.
Coaching/Mentoring and Lesson
Studies

To provide opportunities to
develop fine and gross motor skills
both indoors and outdoors.
Funky fingers activities include both
focused and within provision.

High expectations and
quality provision in place has
resulted in at least 78% of
pupils attain age related
expectations in Reading and
Writing by July 2018
A Grip assessment tracker to
indicate 78%+ of children
have achieved the correct
pencil grip and ready to
write.

Baseline: October
2017
March 2018
June 2018
(Termly moderation
sessions run by LA)

Priority Development Area 5:
Overall School
Aim

Personal Development; Behaviour and Welfare

Aspiration for July 2018

Action

Measure of success/ impact on
children (by when?)

Milestones on the
journey (when?)

To work towards achieving the national nurturing
schools award with a particular focus on all
vulnerable groups of children.

Ensure behaviour is dealt with
consistently by all staff in all key
stages. Systems should be in
place to meet the needs of all
pupils and appropriate
differentiations made according
to age of pupils. (see also
Nurture Improvement Priority
section 2a.3)
SENDcos to meet with HF DHT to
agree core principles of mapping
and tracking attainment of
vulnerable groups, so that
systems are in line across all key
stages
Nurturing school programme:
Defining of nurture principles for
all stakeholders (see detailed
Nurture Improvement Priority
sections: 1a.2, 1b.2, 1c.2)
Nurturing school programme:
Tracking, monitoring and
reporting on the emotional
development of all pupils (see
detailed Nurture Improvement
Priority sections: 1a.1, 1b.3)
Nurturing school programme:
Staff are involved in developing
their own practice as a ‘nurturing
school’ (see detailed Nurture
Improvement Priority sections:
1c.3 and 1c.5)
Nurturing school programme: All
aspects of school policy and
development reflect nurture
principles (see detailed Nurture
Improvement Priority sections:
3a.1 3c.1)

Systems for behaviour
management in both sites put in
place in the Autumn term are
understood and adhered to by all
staff.
Children needing an individual
plan identified and plan
understood by appropriate staff.

Behaviour for learning
observed to be good in
all lessons by SLT in
Autumn 2017
Minimal number of
serious incidents
recorded for Autumn
term.

Impact of provision monitored
effectively across all key stages to
ensure maximum effectiveness
of provision.

Revised systems to be in
place for use at the first
assessment point –
Autumn 2017

All staff adhere to nurture
principles (evident in classroom
monitoring)
Children can explain and discuss
examples
Clear reports sent to parents on
both sites consistently reporting
on social and emotional aspects
of development.

Leaflet for parents
Child speak nurture
principles in each
classroom

Staff are able to state how they
are working towards nurture
principles

Ethos and values of the
new school include
nurture principles

Nurture principles are acted on
throughout school.

Curriculum policies
reflect nurture principles

Pupil Outcomes:
Majority of vulnerable pupils tracked will be
making progress towards the range of a
competently functioning child on the Boxall
profile.
Other Outcome: An enhanced sense of pupil and
staff well being across all stakeholders as
measured by pupil, parent and staff surveys.
NB include R Time – where?

Boxall assessments of
vulnerable pupils shared
with SENDcos

Staff CPD refers to
nurture action plan

Who will monitor
the journey and
how?
JP VB (HTS)
SLC TOC AOH JC
(teaching and
learning team to
have awareness
when working
with staff)
JH and WS as
SENDcos for each
site to lead the
development of
the nurturing
school

Monitoring
and impact
notes

Improvement Priority : Nurture/Inclusion
Our Vision: Is to ensure that the classrooms provide a safe base for all children. To support all children’s learning developmentally. To support staff in the development of wellbeing through nurture. To
understand that children communicate through their behaviour. To help children improve their language skills to communicate effectively.
Standard
Action
Resources/Personnel
Budget Heading Cost (£) or Time
Monitoring
Success Criteria
Timetable for
Action
1a.1 The social and
All classes throughout
Boxall Profile
SEN/Inclusion
Release time for
Termly by JH/WS
Vulnerable children are
Reporting to
emotional needs of
both sites will use the
staff to complete.
assessed using Boxall.
JH/WS
pupils are assessed
Boxall to assess the
All staff
Monitor 1 –
and tracked.
needs of their children.
Data is shared with
Dec 17
3 – 5 children per class
JH/WS lead
JH/WS.
Monitor 2 - Mar 17
who class teachers have
Monitor 3 - June
identified as vulnerable.
17

1a.2 Nurture
principles are defined
and explained to
pupils.

Deliver an assembly to all
pupils.
Nurture Principles to be
in all classrooms and
social areas.
Share child speak
principles with all
children and parents.

Nurture Principles

SEN/Inclusion

Adapted child speak
principles.

Staff Meeting
time.

JH/SW

Assembly time.

Child speak nurture
principles are produced.

Jan 2018

Principles are shared with
all children and parents.

Poster produced and
placed across school.

Staff refer to them in their
classrooms.

JH/WS to lead
Full staff involvement

1b.2 Nurture
principles are defined
and explained to
parents.

1b.3 Reports to
parents and carers
reflect pupils’
strengths and areas of
need.
1c.2 Nurture principles
are defined and
explained to all staff.

Teachers to focus on the
principles with their
classes.
Develop a leaflet to send
home to parents.
This will include both the
adult and child friendly
principles with a
discussion on what they
mean.
Adapt and develop the
end of year report to
support sharing with
parents the social and
emotional needs of
pupils.
Deliver staff meetings to
all staff (both sites) on
the Nurture Principles.

A leaflet describing the
Nurture Principles handed
out at parents evening.

SEN/Inclusion

Production and
Photocopying of
the leaflet.

JH/WS
Jan B and Louise H to promote it
to parents.

JH/WS to produce.

An adapted report format.

CPD budget

April 2018

Opportunity to talk it
through with either JH,
WS, JB, LH

SLT meeting

SLT

A clear report is sent out
to all parents consistent
across both sites.

Summer Term
2018

2 x whole staff
meetings

JH/WS

All staff understand the
Nurture Principles and use
them within their
classrooms.

Autumn 2017

Whole SLT

Whole school staff
meetings.

All parents receive a copy
of the leaflet.

Staff develop child speak
principles.

1c.3 Staff are given
opportunities to
discuss, develop and
review shared values
1c.5 Staff are actively
involved in The
National Nurturing
Schools Programme.
2a.3 Behaviour is dealt
with consistently by all
staff.

Through whole school
training day.
Discussion on ethos and
values.
All staff participate in the
actions stated in the
programme within their
own classrooms.
Ensure behaviour is dealt
with consistent across
both sites.

Whole staff meetings

SEN

Staff meetings

JH/WS

All staff including TAs and
LTAs.
All stakeholders.

SEN

All stakeholders.

Staff meetings

Staff are able to state how
they are working towards
the nurture principles.

Autumn Term
2017

Inclusion Development team

All staff deal with
children’s behaviour in a
clear, consistent way.

Summer Term
2018

Current behaviour policy

A new behaviour policy is
written and made
available to all
stakeholders.

Create one policy for
both sites.
As each new curriculum
policy is written the
nurture principles will be
taken into account and
reflected in the policy.
The action points from
the Nurture Action Plan
and written into the
School Development
Plan from 2017-2018.

Autumn 2017

SLT

Review and update
existing Behaviour
Policies.

3a.1 Organisational
and curriculum
policies reflect and
support nurture
principles
3c.1 There are clear
development priorities
regarding nurture
principles and practice
across the setting.

A set of Child speak
Nurture Principles are
formed.
Ethos and values of the
school follow the
Nurturing Schools
Principles.

All staff
Current curriculum
policies.
SLT time for discussion of
SDP.

SEN

Release time for
re-writing
policies.

JH/WS

JH/WS

All stakeholders follow the
behaviour policy.
Curriculum policies reflect
the Nurture Principles

SDP reflects the action
points from the Nurture
Action Plan.
Nurture principles are
acted upon throughout
school.

Summer Term
2018

Summer Term
2018

Priority Development Area 7:

Effectiveness of leadership and management

Overall School
Aim

Aspiration for July 2018

For all
stakeholders
there has
been a
positive
transition
from two
schools to one
school
without
detrimentally
affecting
pupils'
education

Silsden Primary School operating as one
great school meeting needs of all children 311years.
Leaders will have formulated and
communicated a clear vision and ambition
for Silsden Primary School.
Leadership structure in place for September
2018.
Systems for whole school leadership –
including cross-school teams – monitored,
evaluated and reviewed.
Standards accountability system in place
ensuring none ‘fall behind’.
Teaching development system in place
ensuring all teachers/ leaders of learning are
effective.
HR and Safeguarding Policies and Procedures
aligned
Safeguarding system in place ensuring
effective communication of safeguarding
needs across whole school.
Leaders have ensured that the design for the
new school reflects the needs and views of
all stakeholders.

Action

Measure of success/ impact on
children (by when?)

Milestones on the
journey (when?)

Ethos, aims and values
formulated with all stakeholders
and communicated to all.

Published in new school
prospectus/ articulated to all
stakeholders through parent
meetings/ staff meetings

Formulated in May/
June. Communicated
from July 2017 and
through 2017/18 school
year.

Teams trialled and revised over
year to develop effective
leadership structure.

Teams established May
2017; Regular meetings
set up.

Teaching Development SLT to
establish coaching/
mentoring/ monitoring
system for all teaching – and
reporting format for termly
report to Govs on Quality of
Teaching across school
HR and Safeguarding Policies
and Procedures aligned –
including Appraisal Policy

All teaching at least good and
continually developed and
improved.

See Teaching
Development Action
Plan

CPOMS established as effective
safeguarding tool covering child
protection, attendance,
behaviour and other concerns.
Safeguarding effectively
monitored through Safeguarding
Governor

All children and adults kept safe
and working in a safe
environment.

Trial CPOMS for Child
Protection Summer term
2017; Full use for all
children from Sept 2017
including all staff
becoming effective users
of CPOMS system.

Governing Board to determine
plan for leadership structure
informed by VB/JP
Set up Senior Leadership Teams
to cover: Teaching
Development/ Safeguarding/
Inclusion/ Core Subjects/ Wider
Curriculum/ Whole School
(Standards)/ Site.

Who will monitor
the journey and
how?
FGB and c’tees –
to define.

Monitoring
and impact
notes

VB/ JP attend new build planning
and design meetings and ensure
final design meets needs of new
Silsden Primary School.
VB/JP ensure the views of
stakeholders are reflected in
design.

